
 

 

New Jersey Needle Artists 
American Needlepoint Guild 

July 19, 2017 Meeting 
 

Hi Everyone – 
 
NJNA had another delicious salad supper on Wednesday.  I didn’t make an accurate count but 
about eighteen members and two guests attended the meeting.  Robin introduced Margie M 
who is Robin’s friend from the riding stables and who, like many of our members, does both 
needlepoint and knitting.  Margaret introduced Michele H who Margaret met while they were 
both doing the class “Patchwork for Peace” at the Edwardian Needle.  We hope that we created 
a welcoming environment and that both of them will decide to join our active group. 
 

 

 
 
 

Doesn’t it all look yummy?  It tasted even 
better!! 

 
Cathryn, Tina, and Diane discussed the upcoming Background Sampler workshop.  We have 13 
or maybe 14 people signed up for the workshop that will be held over three days:  2 in 
September and 1 in November at Needleworkers Delight in Colonia.  Cathryn has requested the 
kits from David McCaskill and he has promised to get them to her by the August meeting.  
Please note that there is about 9 hours of pre-work required, so if you won’t be at the August 
meeting, please let Tina or Cathryn know so that we can find a way to get your kit to you. 
 
The workshop piece requires 13 by 13-inch stretcher bars.  You will need a laying tool, a purple 
disappearing pen, pink hair tape for spaghetti threads, and a 1-inch binder if you are inclined to 
organize that way! 
 
The 2017 SOTM projects are progressing nicely.  This group meets on the second Saturday of 
the month in a member’s home near Mendham.  This year we are doing “My Way” by Carolyn 
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Mitchell and “Stars of the New Millennium” by Tony Minieri.  If you were at the meeting you 
know that both pieces are stunning.  Any member is welcome to join this group and we will be 
starting our new selection (TBD) in January 2018. 
 
Diane and Cathryn both encouraged all of us to exhibit our needlework at the Woodlawn 
exhibit in March 2018.  NJNA has been a regular exhibitor for the past several years and we 
would like to make an even greater showing next year.  Diane is hoping that everyone who did 
last year’s SOTM will make an effort to get it ready for exhibiting because Woodlawn really 
loves to see our different interpretations of the same design!  So start thinking about what you 
want to send down!  NJNA will provide transportation for your pieces for a small fee to help 
defray the driver’s tolls and gas. 
 
We will come back to Woodlawn in a moment because it was one focus of the presentations at 
the meeting.  But first, I must finish the news from the business meeting!  Teaser alert! 
 
Diane will be developing a short tutorial article on “How to Blog” on the NJNA Blog.  All 
members are invited and encouraged to share their needlepoint stories on the blog.  If you are 
interested in blogging, please let Rosie know and she will add you as an author to the blog.  
Meanwhile, you can follow the link to the blog at njneedleartists.org and even sign up there to 
follow the blog.  Some wonderful pictures of our SOTM projects can be found here! 
 
Rona collected a huge load of stash at the meeting.  She will be sending it to Jenny Santos as a 
donation.  Jenny has started a needlepoint class for middle and high school students in 
California.  The group is called needlepoint millennials and thus far she has attracted more than 
five times the expected number of students! 
 
Diane asked that we all think about potential community service projects for our group to 
pursue.  National ANG will provide some funding for these projects.  Past projects have 
included a donation to a new cancer center following an exhibit at Frelinghuysen Arboretum, a 
teaching and ornament donation to US veterans, Olympic patches for the equestrian team, and 
the Quilt on display at the Bernards Township library (where we meet).  So please put your 
thinking caps on! 
 
Diane also asked for volunteers to serve on the nominating committee for next year’s NJNA 
board.  We are also looking for volunteers to serve on the board in any capacity. 
 
NOTE:  Rosie needs a volunteer to do the August meeting summary. 
 
Please note that the NJNA August and December meetings will be on the second Wednesday 
instead of the third Wednesday.  August 9 and December 13.  Please make a note on your 
calendar. 
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Our July program was quite interesting with Cathryn and Diane sharing their experience with 
submitting pieces for judging and critiques.  In particular, Cathryn had had pieces critiqued by 
both ANG and Woodlawn.  The two approaches are dramatically different. 
 
At Woodlawn, a panel of three judges determine whether or not a particular piece will be 
judged.  Not all pieces are judged, but all pieces that request a critique will receive one.  The 
decision to judge a piece appears to be an up/down vote by the panel.  There are categories for 
the judging, but they are obscure and not public.  The panel will award one blue ribbon in a 
category and multiple 2nd, 3rd, and Honorable Mentions.  Glass is OK on Woodlawn pieces but 
not on an ANG-judged pieces. 
 
At ANG, the work is first divided into whether it is done by a professional or an amateur (not 
sure that is the correct term to use for needlepoint).  Cathryn says that even if you just teach 
something to your guild for free, you are a professional.  Who knew?  After that first division, 
there are categories for painted canvas with and without a stitch guide, counted work, and 
more.  Each judge scores each piece individually on four scoring elements: 

 Enhancement of commercial design (0-20 points) 
 Workmanship and technique (0-55 points) 
 Suitability (0-15 points) 
 Finishing and presentation (0-10 points) 

 
Then the numbers are added up and the highest number gets the blue ribbon.  However, 
sometimes a particular ribbon is not awarded because no piece meets the required point range 
for the ribbon.  (Sounds like a PhD in mathematics is required.) 
 
The critiques from both Woodlawn and ANG are very detailed and clearly individually done.  
Cathryn had “The Wright Friends” evaluated at Woodlawn and the judges noticed miniscule 
items that a normal viewer would probably not see.  For example, they went quarter by quarter 
through the design and noted a wobbly stitch here or a thread showing through the canvas 
there.  They made a suggestion on how to improve a line of beading – all things that Cathryn 
says will improve her future stitching. 
 
Diane had her “Jack Robert” Christmas stocking critiqued.  It was an adaptation from a coloring 
book and they agreed that was a good source for designs.  Diane got comments about what 
things were in the background and foreground, what thread she picked for the ladder, the great 
use of velvet for Santa.  They recommended that she pierce the canvas to make the ornaments 
more round.  They weren’t so sure about the effect of the variegated thread on the tree, but 
both Diane and I like the effect. 
 
Cathryn had a needlepoint purse critiqued as wearable art by ANG.  The critique is shorter that 
Woodlawn’s and spent a fair amount of time on color analysis – of course that was a dramatic 
part of the purse!  Again, detailed comments on the choice of stitch (stem) for the veins in the 
leaves (a potential catching hazard) and on the irregular eyelet stitches (still need a hole).  In 
the overall, all three critiques were thorough and exceedingly positive.  Both Diane and Cathryn 
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thought the critiques were helpful and well worth the nominal cost.  Thank you to our 
presenters for candidly sharing their results – terrific program! 
 
The Bottom Line:  Let’s support ANG goals by getting our needlework out there on display to 
the public.  Exhibiting at ANG, Woodlawn, the Flemington Fair, and beyond can help bring 
broader appreciation for our needlework and needleart. 
 
I hope you enjoy the show and tell pictures. 
 
Cheers,  
 
Rosie 
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Show and Tell 
 

 
Just WOW!  Marge interpreted the NJNA name tag in her own unique and blingy way!  How 

wonderful did this turn out?  Marge found the pallet magnet at the Regional EGA seminar shop 
and just knew it was perfect for the nametag.  Don’t you love the NJNA initials? 

 

 
This is Tina’s interpretation of the Bargello Sampler taught by Gail Stafford at the NJNA National 

Seminar in New Orleans.  Tina says that the class was structured so that Gail taught them 
bargello techniques and gave them a book that was full of patterns, but that each stitcher was 

on their own for the design.  I love Tina’s interpretation (and colors!)! 
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Christmas seems to come all year for our NJNA 
needlepointers!  It is rare to have a summary 

without at least an ornament or two as part of 
show and tell! 

 
This adorable stocking ornament was stitched 

by Tina for her Grandson.  I’m guessing his 
name is Miles.  I love the footy pajamas! 

 
Now I’m wondering if the date is his birth year 

or just his ornament for 2015? 
 

Edwardian Needle provided the finishing. 

 

 
 

Sue R’s ornament would be appropriate for 
summer holidays too! 

 
“Flag Heart” was a project done by the Atlanta 

Chapter of ANG.  The kits were provided by 
the chapter, including those cute red, white, 

and blue buttons. 
 

Renee, a chapter member, did the finishing.  
Sue R thinks that Rene may be opening a 

finishing business.  Stay tuned. 
 

I always loved seeing what Sue was doing in 
Atlanta.  There are some awesome guilds and 

shops down there in Georgia! 
 

We are thrilled to have Sue back in the NJNA 
area for good!  Our chapter is going to have to 

up its game! 
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Two of our members have already finished stitching Kandi Corn and are ready to take on 
finishing at our October meeting.  (I am still on the first eye and with all good intentions, I took 
it to stitch on my last business trip only to learn that I had lost my needle.  My wallet now has a 

small stash of needles – TSA alert!) 
 

On the left is Sue R’s version and on the right is Cindy H’s version.  Many of us are using threads 
from our stash instead of buying the suggested threads, but personally I think that gives Kandi 
more personality.  Notice how Sue used a slightly variegated yellow on the bottom while Cindy 

used two different threads to create a different effect! 
 

Cindy has already been pestered to stitch three more so that everyone in her family has one!  I 
am sure with Cindy’s artistic ability that she will be able to make the faces take on the 

personalities of the intended recipients! 
 
 


